Materials Management Advisory Council
Report to the General Assembly for Calendar Year 2017
Introduction
The Ohio Materials Management Advisory Council (MMAC or Council) was established in 2015
through Ohio HB 64. The new Council combines the functions of two former councils – the Solid
Waste Management Advisory Council and the Recycling and Litter Prevention Advisory Council.
The primary purpose of MMAC is to provide advice and guidance to the director of Ohio EPA on
solid waste issues, including updates to the state solid waste management plan and Ohio EPA’s
recycling and litter prevention grant programs. MMAC is also tasked with facilitating
partnerships that expand markets for recycled commodities.
This document presents MMAC’s annual report to the Ohio General Assembly that the council
is required to submit by Ohio law. This report provides the general assembly with updates on
MMAC’s activities and accomplishments in 2017.

Executive Summary
MMAC’s primary purpose for 2017 was to review the reduction and recycling goals of the 2009
State Solid Waste Management Plan. Ohio’s Solid Waste Management Districts (SWMDs) must
include strategies for achieving those goals in their solid waste management plans. These plans
represent where the “rubber meets the road” for achieving Ohio’s goals and become measures
for assessing the effectiveness of the 2009 State Solid Waste Management Plan. Through
discussions among the members of MMAC and many guests, MMAC made the following
general observations:
•
•

•

•

It is difficult for SWMDs to obtain quantitative data about recycling. This is largely
because reporting by those who have data is voluntary.
Ohio’s goal of providing access to recycling infrastructure is achieving its main purposes
of increasing opportunities to recycle and recovery of recyclables. However, adjusting
the goal may allow SWMDs to redirect resources and improve recovery of recyclables.
The high contamination rates of material recovered through residential recycling
programs have resulted in increased processing costs. These costs along with declining
prices of commodities are impacting communities’ abilities to finance their recycling
programs. This may be exacerbated by the recent, strict Chinese standards on imports
of recyclable material.
As Ohio’s population that lives in apartments and condominiums increases, developing a
strategy for establishing multi-tenant residential recycling services is becoming a
priority.
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Because of these observations, MMAC is reviewing and working on the following projects:
•

•

•

MMAC is working with the Organization of Solid Waste Districts of Ohio (OSWDO) on
refining the goals of the 2009 State Solid Waste Management Plan. Any changes are
intended to allow SWMDs to allocate resources in ways that will have the greatest
impacts on recycling industrial and household waste.
MMAC is evaluating ways of providing outreach to reduce contaminants in material
collected through residential recycling services. One possibility is to use Ohio EPA’s
recycling and litter prevention grants in conjunction with funding from SWMDS for a
statewide campaign. Reducing contamination could decrease the cost of processing
collected material and increase the value of the recycled commodities.
MMAC is considering ways to allow corporations to submit recycling data to Ohio EPA
confidentially. Companies might be more willing to submit data if it doesn’t jeopardize
sensitive information. This could reduce the burden on SWMDs to collect data and
result in more accurate and complete data to better document recycling in Ohio.

Membership
MMAC is comprised of thirteen members appointed by the Governor to serve terms of three
years. The composition of MMAC is designed to include key stakeholders in Ohio’s
comprehensive solid waste management system. Seven members represent interests of the
public sector and six members represent interests of the private sector.
The table below presents the current members of MMAC:
Table 3: Current Membership of the Materials Management Advisory Council
Seat
Health District
(public sector)
County
(public sector)
Municipality
(public sector)
Township
(public sector)
Solid Waste Management District
(public sector)
Environmental Advocacy
(public sector)
General Public
(public sector)
Private Sector
Private Sector
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Name
Organization
Chuck DeJonckheere Hamilton County Health Department
John F. Bayliss

Logan County Commissioners

Jennifer
Fenderbosch
Paul F. Wise

City of Avon Lake

Jenna Hicks
Frank Szollosi

Delaware, Knox, Marion, Morrow
Joint SWMD
National Wildlife Federation

Kelly Bensman

Hull & Associates, Inc.

Kimberly McConville
Michael Dinneen

Ohio Soft Drink Association
AggRok

Genoa Township

Seat
Private Sector
Private Sector
Private Sector
Private Sector

Name
Kathy Trent
Alex Boehnke
Brian W. Winter
Beth Mowrey

Organization
Waste Management, Inc.
Ohio Council of Retail Merchants
Scotts Miracle-Gro Company
The Shelly Company

2017 Meetings
MMAC is required to meet at twice a year but can meet more often if the chairperson or a
majority of members deem it necessary. Currently, by agreement, MMAC meets every other
month.
In 2017, MMAC met, in person, six times. MMAC members also participated in five WebEx
sessions. As can be seen from the meeting descriptions below, MMAC spent most of the year
learning about the recycling/reduction goals of the 2009 State Solid Waste Management Plan.
Goals 1, 2, 3, and 4 are the most complicated to understand. Consequently, much of the
WebEx sessions and face-to-face meetings was devoted to understanding the nuances of those
goals.
A summary of each meeting is provided below under the heading for the respective meeting
date:
Regular Meetings:
February 15, 2017
Topics discussed at this meeting included:
•
•

•

An overview of efforts to address scrap tire issues in Ohio. Many of these efforts
resulted from a Scrap Tire Summit that took place in March 2016.
Ohio SB 2 which, among other changes, would authorize Ohio to regulate construction
and demolition debris recycling operations. MMAC members voted in favor of reissuing
a support letter the council sent to Senator Hite in 2016 (for Senate Bill 333).
The goals of the 2009 State Solid Waste Management Plan – this discussion was a
continuation of discussions from 2016 and focused on difficulties of obtaining data and
options for determining how many people have access to recycling opportunities. Jenna
Hicks, the SWMD representative, agreed to gather input from other SWMDs for
recommendations.

April 19, 2017
Topics discussed at this meeting included:
•

An overview of a recent series of workshops Ohio EPA and the Recycling Partnership
provided to SWMDs and municipalities. At the workshops, the Recycling Partnership
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•

•

presented techniques for enhancing local recycling services through education and
program improvements.
Mike McCullough, of GT Environmental, Inc., presented findings he used to prepare a
news article titled Solid Waste Disposal in Ohio: An Update. See the attached power
point slides in Attachment 1 for more detail.
Continued discussion of the goals of the 2009 State Solid Waste Management Plan. The
discussion was focused on Goal 2, the quantitative reduction/recycling goal, and the
difficulties of obtaining and verifying data. SWMDs obtain recycling data through
surveys. These surveys can be costly, time consuming, and result in very low return
rates. Furthermore, hosting an operation that produces unrecyclable material, such as a
power plant, or a specific industrial corporation can affect whether a SWMD can achieve
the required recycling rate.
MMAC also noted that many corporate recycling goals are established and tracked on a
regional or statewide level. For some companies, data for a local operation or for a
SWMD may not be available. Further, corporations often do not want certain data to
become public record and may choose not to provide the data for that reason.

June 21, 2017
Topics discussed at this meeting included:
•

•
•
•

Update on rule development efforts in the Division of Materials and Waste
Management (DMWM), specifically: construction and demolition debris; financial
assurance, and post-closure care requirements for solid waste landfills.
Representatives from DMWM’s new Scrap Tire Unit gave an overview of its direction for
the future.
An overview of the Ohio Materials Marketplace, Ohio’s new on-line materials exchange
platform.
The potential to extend the Office of Compliance and Pollution Prevention’s
confidentiality to data businesses submit to document recycling and reduction efforts.
The idea being that more businesses might report data if that data didn’t become public
information.

August 16, 2017
MMAC members reelected Kathy Trent as Vice Chairperson and Jennifer Fenderbosch as the
Secretary
Topics discussed at this meeting included:
•

Jenna Hicks presented recommendations for changes to the goals of the 2009
State Solid Waste Management Plan developed by OSWDO. OSWDO’s
recommendation letter is included as Attachment 2;
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MMAC requested that Jenna recommend changes to language in the 2009 State
Solid Waste Management Plan to implement OSWDO’s suggestions. MMAC will
review this language and potentially recommend it to Ohio EPA.
Ohio EPA’s recycling and litter prevention grants.
•

•

October 18, 2017
Topics discussed at this meeting included:
•
•

•

•

MMAC’s 2017 annual report to the Ohio General Assembly
Goals 3 and 4 of the 2009 State Solid Waste Management Plan. In particular, there was
considerable discussion about the status of solid waste management districts’
webpages and potential actions MMAC and Ohio EPA can take to assist the SWMDs
improve their webpages and keep them updated.
How China’s new standards for recovered materials will affect Ohio’s recycling
programs. Meeting those new standards will require Ohio to significantly improve the
quality of recovered material. This in turn will increase the cost of processing and,
ultimately, the cost of providing recycling services. Attachment 3 is a letter from the
Solid Waste Association of North America that provides more information.
The Recycling Partnership’s ideas on outreach to reduce contamination were revisited in
conjunction with a discussion of the new Chinese quality standards for recyclables. The
idea of “MRF Shed” outreach is considered as a strategy to reduce contamination and
processing costs for material recovery facilities. MMAC requested that Ohio EPA
evaluate the potential for using the Agency’s recycling and litter prevention grant
programs on a statewide contamination reduction campaign.

December 14, 2017
Topics discussed at this meeting included:
•

OSWDO presented its recommendations for changes to the goals of the 2009 State Solid
Waste Management Plan. Those recommendations include as the follows:
o For Goal 1 (access to recycling infrastructure), reduce the percentage of the
residential population SWMDs must provide recycling opportunities to from 90
percent to 80 percent. Also, allow SWMDs to request a waiver allowing them to
achieve Goal 1 by demonstrating less than 80 percent access to recycling
opportunities.
The intent of the changes is to allow greater flexibility and better allocation of assets
and capital.
o For Goal 2 (waste reduction and recycling rates), replace the industrial recycling goal
with options for providing programs to industrial generators.
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The intent of the changes is to reduce the expenses of gathering and tracking
information and increase a SWMD’s services that can be used by the industrial
sector.
o A new goal for tracking and potentially reducing how much waste is disposed in
landfills on a per capita basis.
o Require processors of recyclable materials to report data to Ohio EPA. If that
happens, then OSWDO recommends eliminating Goal 1 and increasing the
residential/commercial waste reduction and recycling rate to 35%.
No action was taken as MMAC will discuss these recommendations at future meetings.
•

MMAC’s annual report to Ohio’s General Assembly – MMAC approved the draft report
with the understanding that information about the December meeting would be added
prior to forwarding the report to the General Assembly.

WebEx Sessions:
In addition to its regular meetings, MMAC participated in a series of WebEx sessions. These
sessions were held in off-months and were used to share information about the goals of the
2009 State Solid Waste Management Plan and other aspects of Ohio’s solid waste planning
program.
February 7, 2017
During this session, Ohio EPA provided MMAC members with an overview of Goal 1 of the 2009
State Solid Waste Management Plan. Goal 1 requires solid waste management districts to
provide recycling opportunities to residents and businesses.
March 23, 2017
During this session, Ohio EPA provided overviews of: Ohio’s scrap tire program, including the
Agency’s vision for the future of the program; and Goal 2 of the 2009 State Solid Waste
Management Plan. Goal 2 is a quantitative reduction and recycling goal.
July 25, 2017
During this session, Ohio EPA provided an overview of Goals 3 and 4 of the 2009 State Solid
Waste Management Plan. Goals 3 and 4 are education and outreach goals.
August 3, 2017
During this session, Ohio EPA provided an overview of the Agency’s recycling and litter
prevention grant programs.
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October 5, 2017
During this session, the Cuyahoga County Solid Waste District provided an overview of its effort
to unify outreach and education efforts among its communities using a “MRF-shed” approach.
In addition, the Recycling Partnership described its efforts to develop an approach to combating
contamination in the residential curbside recycling stream.

Actions taken by MMAC to date
Election of Officers
At the August 16 meeting, council members re-elected Kathy Trent of Waste Management, Inc.
(representing the private sector) as vice chairperson and Jennifer Fenderbosch of the City of
Avon Lake (representing municipalities) as Secretary.
Letter to Senator Hite supporting the solid waste portions of SB 2
At the February 15, 2017 meeting, MMAC members voted to support SB 2 by reissuing the letter
the committee sent to Senator Hite in 2016 regarding SB 333. In the letter MMAC expressed its
support for establishing a regulatory program for C&DD recycling and transfer facilities and
confirming the Director’s ability to clean up imminent and substantial threats to the
environment.
Approval of the 2017 MMAC report the General Assembly
At the December 14, 2017 meeting the as drafted report to the General Assembly was
approved, with additions from the December 14 meeting to be approved by the Chair and Vice
Chair prior to submitting the report to the General Assembly.

State Solid Waste Management Plan
Ohio law requires Ohio EPA, working with MMAC, to prepare and adopt a state solid waste
management plan. Ohio law further prescribes the contents of the state solid waste
management plan. Thus, the state plan must:
•
•
•

•
•
•

Reduce reliance on the use of landfills for management of solid wastes;
Establish objectives for solid waste reduction, recycling, reuse, and minimization and a
schedule for implementing those objectives;
Establish restrictions on the types of solid wastes disposed of by landfilling for which
alternative management methods are available, such as yard wastes, and a schedule for
implementing those restrictions.
Establish revised general criteria for the location of solid waste facilities;
Examine alternative methods for disposal of fly ash and bottom ash resulting from the
burning of mixed municipal solid wastes;
Establish a statewide strategy for managing scrap tires.
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•
•

Establish a strategy to promote markets for products containing recycled materials and
to promote state government using products containing recycled materials;
Establish a program for the proper separation and disposal of hazardous waste
generated by households.

The requirement to have a state solid waste management plan was created through legislation
the Ohio General Assembly adopted in 1988. At that time, Ohio faced several significant solid
waste management issues, such as: diminishing landfill capacity; poorly sited, constructed, and
operated landfills; and ballooning imports of waste. These issues were due, in part, to the lack
of a comprehensive regulatory structure for overseeing solid waste disposal facilities and partly
due to the lack of planning for how to manage Ohio’s solid waste.
Ohio now has a comprehensive solid waste regulatory program and is operating under its
fourth state solid waste management plan. Many of the requirements the state plan must
fulfill have either been resolved or are now addressed through other means. An example is the
scrap tire program. The statute still requires the state plan to establish a statewide strategy for
managing scrap tires. Ohio now has a strong, law-based scrap tire program that is continually
updated through Ohio EPA’s 5-year rule update process. That process allows Ohio EPA to be
more responsive to needed changes than can be achieved through the state plan. Thus, it isn’t
necessary for the state plan to duplicate that effort.
MMAC is interested in changing the solid waste planning process to streamline the process and
remove unnecessary and burdensome requirements. In particular, MMAC believes that an
overhaul of the requirements for the state plan is necessary to make the state plan current.
Doing so will require revising the solid waste planning laws. Without changes to those laws, the
state plan must still address all the things required by law. Therefore, MMAC’s most direct
route to affect solid waste planning is through the goals in state solid waste management plan.

Recycling and Litter Prevention Grants
In 2017, MMAC began reviewing information about Ohio EPA’s recycling and litter prevention
grants. Once it makes progress on updating the 2009 State Solid Waste Management Plan,
MMAC intends to further incorporate the grants into its discussions.
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Attachment 1
Presentation slides for “A Snapshot: Waste Disposal & Recycling in Ohio” presented by Mike
McCullough of GT Environmental, Inc. at the April 19, 2017 MMAC meeting

A Snapshot: Waste Disposal
& Recycling in Ohio
Material Management Advisory Council Meeting
April 19, 2017
Ohio Environmental Protection Agency

Our Guide for Solid Waste
Management

National Waste Generation: R/C

Source: “Advancing Sustainable Materials Management: 2014 Fact
Sheet,” U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, November 2016.

National Trend for Recycling &
Composting

Source: “Advancing Sustainable Materials Management: 2014 Fact
Sheet,” U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, November 2016.

National Waste Management

Source: “Advancing Sustainable Materials Management: 2014 Fact
Sheet,” U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, November 2016.

Ohio Waste Management Methods:
2015

Statewide Disposal in Ohio: 2005-2015

Statewide R/C Disposal Rate (in PPD): 2005-2015
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Disposal Rates for Rural and Urban
SWMDs: 2015
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Trends in Disposal by SWMDs
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17%
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83%
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What’s causing increasing R/C disposal?
 More income?
 Greater tourism?
 Less interest in recycling?
 Depressed recycling markets?

R/C Disposal Rate vs. Income
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National Trends

Note: “Real PCE” means personal consumer expenditures.
Source: “Advancing Sustainable Materials Management: 2014 Fact
Sheet,” U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, November 2016.
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Why do we care about disposal rates?
 “Reduce reliance on landfills…”
 It’s the law.

Per Capita MSW Disposal Rate/MSW Reduction Goal

State of Georgia

Commodity

Actual
2004
Lbs/person

Projected
2012
Lbs/person

Projected
%
2012

Projected
2017
Lbs/person

Projected %
2017

Glass
Paper
Metal
Plastic
Total

0.153
1.181
0.228
0.663
2.23

0.140
1.000
0.198
0.560
1.99

8%
15%
13%
16%
11%

0.140
0.850
0.186
0.530
1.71

8%
28%
18%
20%
23%

Material

State of Ohio

Recycling Recovery Rates

Disposal

2014

2015

2015

Food

0.05

0.03

0.89

Glass

0.04

0.05

0.23

Ferrous Metals

0.19

0.19

Non-Ferrous Metals

0.03

0.03

Corrugated

0.32

0.34

All Other Paper

0.20

0.23

Plastics

0.03
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0.77

Yard Waste

0.57

0.55

0.31

Scrap Tires

0.07

0.06

Fabric

0.03

0.01

Wood

0.05

0.04

Commingled Recyclables

0.07

0.09

0.32
1.15

0.35

States with Disposal Goals
 Georgia – “…It is the intent of the General Assembly that every effort be
undertaken to reduce on a state-wide per capita basis the amount of
municipal solid waste being received at disposal facilities during fiscal
year 1992 by 25 percent by July 1, 1996…”
As of June 1, 2002, Georgia's per capita disposal rate was 7.15
pounds/person/day. The 25% waste reduction goal requires a disposal rate
of 5.3 PPD.
 California – "50 percent per capita disposal target is the amount of disposal
that is approximately equivalent to the current 50 percent diversion
requirement.”
 North Carolina – “State Goal, 40% reduction in per capita disposal by July 1,
2001 from a baseline year of FY 1991-92.” (Goal has not been met.)

Recycling

Ohio Recycling Rates: 2005-2015
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Source: BioCycle Magazine.
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Attachment 2
August 16, 2017 letter from OSWDO to Michael Dinneen regarding recommendations on Goal 1
and Goal 2 of the 2009 State Solid Waste Management Plan

August 16, 2017

Mr. Michael Dinneen
Chairman
Ohio Materials Management Advisory Council
Agg Rok Materials Co.
2300 Brown Road
Grove City, Ohio 43123
Dear Mr. Dinneen:
The Organization of Solid Waste Districts of Ohio (OSWDO) appreciates the opportunity
to provide the Ohio Materials Management Advisory Council (OMMAC) ideas and
recommendations on Goal 1 and Goal 2 of Ohio’s solid waste planning program.
OSWDO has worked hard to develop recommendations for OMMAC’s consideration.
We have held several association meetings including a session that was facilitated by
GT Environmental, Inc. (GT) to help focus and develop a ranking process to prioritize
recommendations from the OSWDO membership.
The first group of recommendations concern Goal 1, commonly called the access or
infrastructure goal, that currently requires that 90 percent of a solid waste districts
population have access to recycling programs. Specific credit for curbside recycling
and drop-off recycling are included within the goal. The theme from many of these
recommendations for Goal 1 is to keep this goal and provide districts with more
flexibility in the decision of where to place recycling facilities based on common sense
evaluation of economics and facility usage. OSWDO’s top recommendations for this
goal are listed as follows:
Goal 1 Recommendations
1. Remove restrictions on access credits in Format 4.0 which state credits cannot
exceed the population of a municipality. This gives Districts more flexibility in
siting drop-offs and provides credits for drop-offs in areas that have nonsubscription curbside. This flexibility allows Districts to site infrastructure where
they can maximize the quantity of materials diverted per dollar spent and take
credit for usage of residents and businesses that travel into towns to recycle at
drop-off sites.
2. Allow for flexibility in the Plan for infrastructure. Allow districts to make
decisions on the location and types of infrastructure based on economics,
markets and other factors.
3. Allow Districts to use alternative demonstration(s) to meet the access
requirement and not a default number that is scripted by the state. This can be
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based on the actual population of the area served, main residential
transportation routes, and/or actual tonnage received. If necessary, Districts
can survey drop-off locations to determine if usage is meeting estimated usage.
4. Big recycling centers that take more than the five materials should count for
more credit because people can recycle more at that place.
- One staffed, “convenience center” in many of the rural county seats, will serve
not only the entire city it resides in, but many outside the city who come to town
every day to conduct their business.
5. Allow lower access credits for public or private sites that collect less than any 5
of the 11 materials that are highly amenable to recycling that are open to
residents and businesses. For example, a rural paper-only drop-off could earn a
population credit of 500.
6. Ohio EPA should conduct a statewide advrtising and marketing campaign to
reduce recycling contamination to assist Districts. It is becoming tremendously
difficult to site new drop-offs and contamination is becoming increasingly
troublesome.
7. Provide special credit for recycling in rural communities that would allow for the
elimination of non-productive drop-off sites in extremely rural areas just to
demonstrate access credit.
8. Goal #1 – Infrastructure must stay no changes.
- This goal has resulted in significantly more infrastructure.
- Rural areas have recycling opportunities they may not have otherwise
- Made recycling more visible.
- Easier demonstration in the solid waste plan.
9. The State Plan shall specify that all state & public institutions
(Universities/Colleges, Prisons, Hospitals, etc.) should report their waste &
recycling data to Ohio EPA and/or their SWD, and work cooperatively to attain a
minimum 50% WRR rate for their institution.
- help districts get recycling data from institutions in their District,
- provide the District with some leverage to work with these institutions and
offer financial/tech assistance to them.
Goal 2 is based on percentage recycling statistics. Districts must achieve a 25 percent
residential/commercial recycling goal and a 66 percent industrial recycling goal. The
top-ranking recommendations from OSWDO for Goal 2 include the following:
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Goal 2 Recommendations
1. "Goal # 2 – Need better data collection method; relying on companies does not
yield accurate or useful data important to making programming decisions.
- Double counting can be an issue.
- Unreliable data reported because it is not required.
- Proper separation of commercial from industrial is difficult.
- Time consuming and costly for data collection.
- Comparison from state to state is difficult because states use different
methodologies"
2. Processors and haulers should be required to report accurate and meaningful
recycling weight data. This includes the small processors and haulers which tend
to be the problem. This would be similar to what transfer stations and landfills are
currently required to do.
3. Do not increase recycling percentage goals. (higher than 25% and 66%)
4. Require Ohio EPA to collect processor numbers and report to districts annually.
5. Using a District’s current baseline, establish reasonable goals to reach and
maintain. For example, it is unrealistic for Cuyahoga County and Preble County
to have the same waste reduction goals.
6. Change how waste is classified. Move to two categories, residential and
business (commercial and industrial). State that large apartment complexes are
to be counted as commercial.
7. Count everything that is recycled toward one goal or multiple goals. Count C&D
as a separate material.
8. Allow Districts to back out drilling muds and other special materials from disposal
totals which make it difficult to reach recycling goals.
There was an additional goal idea that was suggested to add as a third option for
districts to attain state goal requirements. This did not rank as high as other
recommendations for Goal 1 & Goal 2 but is more of a stand alone recommentation.
Goal "#3" Addition
"Suggestion for a Third Goal Option #3 – Pounds Per Person Per Day Disposal
1. Create a new option to reduce material going to landfills using pounds per person
per day disposed. Could use a formula comparing sales tax revenues and
adjusting for CPI to adjust for economic changes. This new option has a higher
confidence in accurate numbers due to landfills weighing all materials.
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- Gives district ultimate flexibility.
- Disposal data is more reliable.
- Pounds per person per day captures minimization & backyard composting.
The complete list of all ranked recommendations is attached. We would be happy to
present these ideas at one of your upcoming meetings. Again, we appreciated the
opportunity to assist OMMAC.

Sincerely,

Beth Wright
President

Attachment 3
August 31, 2017 letter from SWANA to WTO/TBT National Notification and Enquiry Center of the
People’s Republic of China regarding the import of solid waste

To:

WTO/TBT National Notification and Enquiry Center of the People’s Republic of China
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David Biderman, Executive Director and CEO
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August 31, 2017

Statement of the Solid Waste Association of North America
The Solid Waste Association of North America (SWANA) appreciates the opportunity to submit these
comments in response to the Ministry of Environmental Protection (MEP) of the People’s Republic of
China’s July 18, 2017 Notification to the World Trade Organization (WTO) concerning the import of solid
waste (Notification). The Notification advised the WTO of MEP’s intent to update its Catalogue of Solid
Wastes Forbidden to Import into China by the end of 2017, with an apparent implementation date of
September 1, 2017. The Notification was followed by a July 27, 2017 “Notice of the General Office of
the State Council on Issuance of Reform and Implementation Plan to Enhance Solid Waste Import
Management System by Prohibiting the Entry of Foreign Waste” (Guo Ban Fa (2017) No. 70), which
provided additional information and insight concerning the Chinese government’s intentions, objectives
and strategies concerning this important topic.
Background on SWANA
SWANA is the largest waste association in the world, with more than 9,000 members in the United
States, Canada, and in the Caribbean. SWANA is organized geographically, with 45 chapters across those
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areas, and by subject matter expertise, through its seven Technical Divisions. SWANA has a diverse
membership that includes municipal and private sector solid waste professionals and recycling
managers, from coast-to-coast throughout North America, and is therefore uniquely qualified to discuss
the impact of the Notification on municipal recycling programs and the local governments and
companies that collect and process the millions of tons of recyclables generated through such programs.
SWANA’s core purpose, as expressed in its 2015 Strategic Plan, is “[t]o advance the responsible
management of solid waste as a resource.” One of SWANA’s largest technical divisions is its Sustainable
Materials Management unit, with nearly 1,000 members. In addition, SWANA’s commitment to
resource management is reflected in its recent launch, along with the California Resource Recovery
Association (CRRA), of a new Zero Waste certification course,1 the first Zero Waste course for municipal
solid waste managers.
Municipal Solid Waste Recycling in the United States
Because the United States is a prolific generator of solid waste and recyclables, any unilateral measure
by one country that limits the movement of such materials across international borders can have a
significant impact.2 When that country is China, the largest importer of recyclables in the world,3 that
impact will likely be magnified.
The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency’s annual Advancing Sustainable Materials Management
report (EPA SMM Report) is widely considered the most authoritative analysis of solid waste and
recycling in the United States. Because compiling a wide variety of data from 50 states is a complicated
and time-consuming undertaking, the most recent EPA SMM Report, issued in December 2016, provides
data for 2014.4 According to this Report, more than 66 million tons of material were recovered from
solid waste for recycling in the United States in 2014. EPA SMM Report at 2. More than 44 million of
those tons consisted of paper and paperboard, and approximately 65 percent of the total paper and
paperboard generated in the United States, measured by weight, is recycled. Id. at 5. According to the
Institute for Scrap Recycling Industries, Inc. (ISRI), the U.S. recycling industry employs more than 134,000
people and recovers approximately 130 million metric tons of material (which includes both scrap and
solid waste) annually. The U.S. Census Bureau’s and U.S. International Trade Commission’s 2016 data
reveals that China imported approximately 13 million tons of paper and 776,000 tons of plastic from the
United States, with a combined value of nearly $2.3 billion.5 China imports a variety of paper categories,
including cardboard, newspaper, curbside mixed paper, and other commercial and industrial paper
products. China imports this valuable material as feedstock for its paper mills, which are particularly
dependent on high quality paper from the United States.
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https://swana.org/Training/CourseCatalog/PlanningManagement/ZeroWastePrinciplesandPractices.aspx
As noted above, SWANA also represents members that operate in Canada. However, because SWANA was not
able to obtain Canadian-specific data concerning the export of Canadian paper and plastic to China, these
comments focus primarily on impacts in the United States.
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China’s War of Foreign Garbage, Bloomberg (July 20, 2017) https://www.bloomberg.com/view/articles/2017-0720/china-s-war-on-foreign-garbage
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https://www.epa.gov/sites/production/files/2016-11/documents/2014_smm_tablesfigures_508.pdf
5
U.S. Census Bureau, https://usatrade.census.gov/ China also likely receives paper and plastic originating in
Canada. Feeding the Dragon: Canadian Exporters and a Booming China, Statistics Canada, No. 37 11-621-M
http://www.statcan.gc.ca/pub/11-621-m/11-621-m2006037-eng.htm
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Potential Impact on Municipal Solid Waste Recycling of China’s Action
More than ten thousand municipal recycling programs serve communities in the United States and
Canada. According to EPA, 9,800 curbside recycling collection programs existed in the United States as
of 2011, and this number has likely increased over the past few years.6 Additionally, curbside programs
are supplemented by hundreds of drop-off programs in which consumers deposit recyclables at local
recycling centers for consolidation. Unlike countries in Europe and elsewhere, the United States has a
decentralized system for managing waste and recyclables, with most regulatory authority delegated to
states and local government.7 States “play the lead role in implementing non-hazardous waste
programs” under the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA),8 while local governments
manage the day-to-day collection of waste and recyclables. Thus, for example, there is no “national”
waste diversion or recycling goal in the United States; instead, they are generally established at the state
and/or local level, and hundreds of them currently exist in cities and counties throughout the country.
Similarly, Canada does not have a national recycling goal, and “responsibility for managing nonhazardous solid waste and reducing the amount of waste sent for disposal is shared among provincial,
territorial, and municipal governments.”9
It is simply not possible to modify quickly or halt the thousands of recycling programs in the United
States that will be impacted by the Notification. Successful recycling programs require consistency in
service, and once started, should not be “turned off.” New York City’s experience proves this point: in
2003, the glass and plastics portion of its municipal recycling program was discontinued as part of citywide budget cuts, and the diversion rate plunged from 20 to 11 percent.10 Although those portions of its
recycling program were restored a few years later, the diversion rate has still not recovered to the level
achieved prior to 2003.11
Local recycling programs, whether at curbside or via a drop-off center, and whether dual stream or
single stream, are a core part of solid waste systems developed over the past three decades, and are
embedded in the fabric of thousands of communities throughout the United States. Recycling programs
throughout North America have suffered from China’s Operation Green Fence in 2013 and from its
recent National Sword initiative.12 SWANA is concerned that many recycling programs in the United
States and Canada would be unable to recover from China’s proposed ban on importing recyclables and
the disruption it would cause by closing a significant outlet for paper and plastics.
It is not feasible to expect new domestic recycling facilities to be permitted, constructed and start
operations in the United States or Canada, or for existing facilities to be significantly expanded, in the
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Municipal Solid Waste Generation, Recycling, and Disposal in the United States: Facts and Figures for 2011, U.S.
EPA at 8 https://archive.epa.gov/epawaste/nonhaz/municipal/web/pdf/mswcharacterization_508_053113_fs.pdf
7
https://waste-management-world.com/a/states-lead-the-way-pioneering-recycling-efforts-in-the-us (Jan 2006).
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https://www.epa.gov/rcra/resource-conservation-and-recovery-act-rcra-overview (accessed August 29, 2017).
9
Solid Waste Disposal and Diversion, Environmental and Climate Change Canada (2016)
https://www.ec.gc.ca/indicateurs-indicators/default.asp?lang=en&n=D2EA2E21-1
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The diversion rate is a common gauge of recycling progress, and measures the percentage of the total waste
stream that is processed for recycling.
11
Assessing Progress on the City’s Solid Waste Management Plan, New York City Independent Budget Office
(August 2017) at 4. http://www.ibo.nyc.ny.us/iboreports/ten-years-after-assessing-progress-on-the-citys-solidwaste-management-plan-2017.pdf
12
https://resource-recycling.com/plastics/2017/05/24/national-sword-upending-exports/ (May 24, 2017)
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few months before the Notification takes effect. If implementation of the Notification blocks the export
of recyclables to China, much of these materials, including waste paper, plastic, and other useful
resources, will likely be disposed in landfills and waste-to-energy facilities in North America, and indeed,
around the globe. This will greatly diminish public confidence, participation and support of local
recycling programs and undermine successful environmental programs in the United States, Canada,
and throughout the world. In addition, it could:

1. overwhelm local disposal capacity at landfills in certain locations;
2. use up limited landfill capacity; and
3. result in increased greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions, adversely affecting state and local GHG
reduction goals.
Questions re Scope, Clarity and Timing of China’s Action
SWANA incorporates by reference the concerns identified by ISRI in its August 18, 2017 filing and the
concerns raised by Waste Management (WM) in its August 30, 2017 filing concerning the scope of the
import ban. In addition, SWANA joins ISRI and WM in respectfully requesting that the Government of
China consider a longer transition period to allow customers and suppliers to adapt to a policy that will
have a substantial negative impact on North American recycling programs. For example, a clearly
defined five year phase out of material subject to the Notification would allow sufficient time for the
global marketplace to adjust to China’s policy.
SWANA’s Offer of Assistance to China
SWANA and its members support the Chinese government’s effort to restrict illegal commerce
conducted by unlicensed brokers, traders, and others, who combine municipal solid waste with paper
and/or plastic destined for China. SWANA and its members also support efforts to eliminate dumping of
waste materials in China, including when such disposal is a byproduct of the improper mixing of waste
and recyclables. Finally, SWANA supports efforts to close dumpsites around the world, and participates
in the International Solid Waste Association’s “Close the Dumpsites” campaign. SWANA would welcome
the opportunity to meet with the Chinese government or its counterparts in China to discuss
collaborative efforts that would help achieve those objectives.

SWANA appreciates the opportunity to comment on the Notification and welcomes the opportunity to
provide additional information, technical assistance, and support to address the concerns raised by the
Notification and our comments.
Sincerely,

David Biderman
Executive Director & CEO
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